We amalgamate three fields of concepts and phenomena and argue that they are essentially the same. Connes' framework of non-commutative topological spaces and "points, speaking to each other", a translocal web of (cor)relations, being hidden in the depth-structure of our macroscopic space-time and made visible by the application of a new geometric renormalisation process, and the apparent but difficult to understand translocal features of quantum theory. We argue in particular, that the conception of our space-time continuum as being basically an aggregate of structureless points is almost surely to poor and has to be extended and that the conceptual structure of quantum theory, in particular its translocal features like e.g. entanglement and complex superposition, are exactly a mesoscopic consequence of this hidden web of translocal relations. We explain the mechanisms by which this non-local structure manages to appear in a seemingly local disguise. We show that, invoking a continuum picture, one may call our class of spaces wormhole spaces.
Introduction
We begin our introduction by quoting the following two lucid remarks by von Weizsäcker [1] , similar ideas were also entertained by Wheeler, see e.g. [3] and some other people. The quotations are meant to strike the key of our paper. In the following we will elaborate on these 'mantras'.
. . . space-time is not the background but a surface aspect of reality. . . It is extremely improbable that this reality (i.e. quantum reality) will be describable as consisting of events which are localized in space and time.
The translocal phase relations are "surplus information" not lack of information. Quantum theory knows more, not less, than local classical physics.
The bulk of the present paper consists of an amalgamation of some deep (mathematical) ideas of Connes concerning a non-commutative extension of the quotienting-out principle in e.g. topology and, on the other hand, of a line of thoughts we developed in recent years in our approach to quantum gravity. The main theme is that we regard the almost hidden translocal component of our microscopic space-time structure, we develop in the following, as the central pillar of quantum theory, being responsible, among other things, for its many seemingly non-local features.
That is, we clearly emphasize that we consider the famous results of Bell (see for example [45] ) as an indication that the substructure of quantum theory is necessarily non-local and not! as having the consequence of abandoning the attempts to go beyond the standard interpretation (as has been also remarked by Bohm for several times, see [48] , [49] ). We differ however from most of the other authors, following such a path, by going beyond the point particle picture of stochastic quantum theory, which is inspired mainly by Brownian motion ( [46] or [47] ). We think that this model is rather a low energy approximation of a more deeper and more complex reality. On the other hand, our non-local analysis may also give new insights in this more traditional context.
To put it more succinctly, we view quantum theory as an emergent, effective theory, deriving from a basically translocal microscopic theory of space-time. We will see in the following that this underlying more primordial structure may be associated with a network of microscopic wormholes if one prefers to visualize it in a more continuous way. Therefore we like to call these spaces, we are going to investigate, wormhole spaces.
As perhaps everybody knows, quantum gravity is a not yet existing theory of the unification of quantum theory and gravity. But nevertheless, there do exist a variety of tentative approaches and suggestions, some of them discussed in recent reviews like e.g. [2] . They are ranging from frameworks, which depart from a more or less continuous space-time picture, imposing quantum theory more or less unaltered on the underlying classical structure as an independent, quasi God-given scheme, to working philosophies which try to incorporate both geometric fixed point which corresponds to our continuous classical space-time and the distillation of the necessary preconditions (a critical, scale-free non-local geometric network state).
These observations immediately lead over to the second paper, [15] . In it we connect our findings with seemingly closely related observations made in a, at first glance, quite different context, that is, the so-called small world phenomenon in biological, sociological and other related networks. It turns out that in both fields we seem to have roughly two kinds of ties or links, local ones in closely knitted friendship neighborhoods and non-local ones among only losely connected acquaintances, each belonging to a local friendship neighborhood of its own, but which, typically, do not overlap with each other.
What is particularly remarkable, the working horse of network analysis, the random graph framework, turns out to be insufficient to explain these new features. The graphs, showing the small world phenomenon, are governed by other building principles which are currently under close investigation. [15] should be understood as a complementing or companion paper to the material expounded in the following.
In sections 2 and 3 we elaborate on some of the ideas of Connes, which are then amalgamated with the other line of ideas in section 7, the motto being "points, speaking to each other ". We note in particular, that in our approach physical points are assumed to have a rich internal structure. They are frequently also called lumps by us (see also [17] ). More hints that the limits of the classical pointconcept are also clearly felt in pure mathematics can be found in the beautiful essay by Cartier, [50] , who says for example:
. . . The central problem is that of the points of space. . . . . . the only things that matter are their mutual relationships. . . . . . To a given order the infinitesimals of the immediately higher order appear to be points without structure, until we open the box that they constitute and that reveals infinitesimals of a higher order playing provisionally the role of points.
We would however like to emphasize the following. While there are hints that our model system, when appropriately coarse-grained (cf. e.g. section 5), can lead to something like classical gravity in a low-energy limit, we say almost nothing about this important point in the present paper. We only remark that it is obvious that concepts like curvature, dimension and the like are contained in our approach (as to dimensional concepts see e.g. [26] , [18] or [15] ).
Taking for example the concept of curvature, a relation between the number of points lying in a surface, having a certain fixed distance from a given point and the distance itself, can easily be formulated in our network approach. On the one hand this is related to a concept like curvature (remember the famous thought experiment of Einstein of a rotating reference frame). On the other hand, we employed such a relation in [26] or [15] to introduce the notion of (fractal) graph dimensions. In network or graph theory it is called the distance degree sequence relative to a vertex. Concepts like the above, typically stemming from differential geometry, can also be discussed in the more abstract setting of metric spaces (see the interesting ideas of Gromov in [41] or [43] ). Note that graphs are natural examples of (discrete) metric spaces. We will however discuss such matters elsewhere.
We conclude this introduction with a general remark concerning the interpretation of our scenario. We note that graphs and networks are able to represent a wide range of technically or conceptually quite different concrete systems, at least as far as certain essential features are concerned. Put differently, it is to some degree a matter of taste whether one considers our cellular network scenario rather as a (toy-)model, incorporating certain, as we think, essential features of a perhaps more complex underlying structure or, on the other hand, as a relatively realisitic description of this primordial substratum.
Physico-Mathematical Aspects of Point-Set Topology
In the following sections we amalgamate an important piece of Connes' approach to noncommutative geometry with our own conceptualisation of the fine structure of quantum space-time.
On the physical side we will unfold our guiding idea that the substructure of space-time is inherently non-local, but that this mycelium-like structure is of such a delicate nature that it is largely hidden on the coarse-grained surface level we experience as classical continuous space-time, and shows up only in various quantum phenomena like e.g. entanglement etc.
On the mathematical side there is the deep idea of Connes to give the interior of points, which, on their side, resulted from some sort of contraction or identification of subensembles of finer constituents, a non-trivial noncommutative structure. We want to show that these two lines of reasoning represent the two pillars of an underlying non-local structure of space-time.
In this section we want to briefly discuss how modern physics relies on the ideas of mathematical geometry and point-set topology and why we think that a crucial conceptual tool is perhaps still missing.
In most fields of physics, with the exception of general relativity, space occurs as some fixed background structure, not participating in the dynamics of the constituents of matter. But even in general relativity space-time is contrived as a preexisting manifold of structureless points with material coordinate systems considered as secondary. In some sense this is a slightly dubious point of view as no one has ever seen these individual points and without coordinate systems and events it would be hard to tell the individual space-time points from each other anyhow.
This manifold is a dynamic agent in general relativity but its interaction is not expressed as the direct interaction between space-time points. It is rather mediated by matter-fields and/or the metric tensor or connection fields. These are considered to be fields sitting at points, but the points themselves are unaffected by them, nor are these fields regarded as encoding the internal structure of points. In this sense the points of the manifold are ideal elements in a twofold way (as to a discussion of the notion of ideal concepts see e.g. [21] and further references there). They neither do act nor are acted upon, they serve only as carriers of fields.
In theories of the Kaluza-Klein type, internal spaces, being attached to spacetime points and being amalgamated with them to some degree, are incorporated into the scheme. But there is still no real interaction among the points of the manifold itself or among the different fibers living over the points of the base manifold. Furthermore, all these frameworks, including their dynamics, are of a strictly local nature as is the whole working philosophy of modern physics.
In mathematics, the corresponding concepts are fiber bundles and manifolds as particular kinds of topological spaces. Ultimately the whole edifice is built upon spaces of structureless points. Sticking to this framework, forces and interactions have almost inevitably to be described by fields evolving in ordinary continuous space (serving as some stage), their evolution following local dynamical laws.
On the physical side, this clean picture is a little bit blurred by the advent of quantum theory, the classical concepts of localized objects and points now becoming slightly obscure. But nevertheless, in the more orthodox approaches to quantum theory, everything is still, cum grano salis, moulded in this universal conceptual form.
A concept like interaction between points played also no particular role in classical mathematics (apart, perhaps, from graphs, to which we come below). On the other hand, there exists the widespread concept of identification or quotienting out, that is, with π a surjective map
X and Y two spaces, we can decide to identify the set of points, lying in the preimage of y ∈ Y with y and, by the same token, the partitioning of X by π with Y . We write X/∼= Y
the equivalence relation being induced by π. Correspondingly we can introduce the quotient space of X by ∼ if we are given an equivalence relation on X. Ordinarily, the individual points in the respective equivalence classes are then identified, that is, in general the emerging structure becomes poorer or coarser. As stressed by Connes (see the following two sections) the structure can in fact become so poor and coarse in many relevant cases as to become virtually void and uninteresting (while, on the other hand, the underlying fine structure may be extremely complicated and far from trivial). It was a deep observation of Connes that in such situations the fine structure of such leaf-and identification spaces can be more appropriately encoded in a noncommutative structure, living over such spaces (or rather, certain extensions being associated with such X/ ∼). This is the mathematical aspect. As to physics, Connes in [4] made the subtle remark as to such identified points, {a, b} of some initial space X: ". . . to allow them to 'speak' to each other ". In physical terms, this means interaction among the points of a space or manifold and leads directly to noncommutative matrixand operator algebras. In the same paper he commented upon the findings of Heisenberg and the reformulation by Schroedinger in form of partial differential equations, remarking that "most of my work has been an attempt to take this discovery of Heisenberg seriously".
A Road to Noncommutative Spaces

Mathematical Prerequisites and Motivation
An important conceptual tool in modern mathematics to construct new spaces from given ones, is the quotient operation, that is, dividing a bigger point set by an equivalence relation. Starting from a set, X, and a particular subset, R ⊂ X × X, having the properties
we form a new space denoted by X/R, X/∼ or simplyX, with points being the equivalence classes,x, defined by R, i.e.
If X carries a topology we can endow the new space with the canonical quotient topology, being the finest topology onX so that the quotient map
is continuous. In other words, a set,
Typical cases in point are identification or quotient spaces derived from the action of a group, G, on X, the equivalence classes being the orbits of the group action, i.e.x := {g · x, g ∈ G}
In this case each g is assumed to act as a permutation or bijection on X, that is, the space X is partitioned (or foliated ; at the moment we do not intend to give the precise definition, see e.g. [5] or [6] ) into orbits or leaves.
In most of classical mathematics, the quotient spaces being studied typically carry a non-singular (e.g. Hausdorff-) quotient topology. There exist a variety of criteria, to guarantee such a smoothness property. There is, for example the following theorem Theorem 3.1 Let X be compact. The following statements are equivalent
• The quotient topology is Hausdorff
that is, it maps closed sets on closed sets
(for related criteria see [7] or [8] or any other good textbook on point set topology). Similar criteria do exist for foliated manifolds.
As a consequence of the celebrated result of Gelfand, there exists a cofunctor relation between topological spaces and commutative Banach-or C * -algebras (given by the function algebras over the associated spectral spaces), see e.g. [9] . On the other side, as strongly emphasized by Connes, there do exist lots of interesting (quotient) spaces with highly irregular or fragmented orbits, leaves or partitionings. A consequence may be that the ordinary induced topology is trivial, the only open or closed sets being the total space and the empty set, called the indiscrete or coarse topology. It follows that the associated function spaces are also trivial, consisting only of constant functions (in case the space is connected).
In other words, the ordinary commutative philosophy, encoding the topology of quotient spaces in the corresponding function space over the space, turns out to be completely insufficient as the space may, nevertheless, have an extremely rich internal structure, which is, to express it in physical terms, no longer resolved by the microscope, given by the associated function algebra.
Various paradigmatic examples are discussed in the book of Connes ([5] ). A nice review is also [4] . The presumably most thoroughly studied example is the so-called noncommutative torus (NCT), ([5] , [4] or, as to the purely mathematical aspects, [10] or [11] ). A pedagogical review, more adressed to theoretical physicists, is for example [12] .
The model itself has already been known in classical mechanics for a long time in connection with ergodic theory (Kronecker foliation, see [13] p.72ff). With coordinates on the two-torus, T 2 , given by
or, equivalently
as topological quotient space, one studies the rotation maṗ
If α 1 /α 2 is rational, the induced leaf space, that is T 2 /∼, is a nice topological space in the sense discussed above, as the orbits
close on themselves after a finite number of cycles. The situation changes drastically for α 1 /α 2 irrational. In that case all the leaves (i.e. the respective orbits of the flow) are dense in T 2 . This is a consequence of the Poincaré recurrrence theorem (see [13] ). This results in a degeneration of the canonically defined quotient topology on T 2 / ∼ to the indiscrete topology. This is a general phenomenon if the preimages, π −1 (x), of the projection
are dense in X. For the reader, not so experienced in this kind of topological reasoning, we provide the simple argument below. If we want π to be continuous under the canonical quotient topology, the following must hold
forÕ open inX. By assumption all the π −1 (x) are dense in X. That is, a fortiori,
forS non-empty inX. We infer that each preimage of a closed, non-empty set inX is both dense and closed in X. We therefore have
We arrive at the conclusion that under the assumptions being made, the only closed sets inX areX itself and the empty set, ∅. The same holds of course for the open sets. As a consequence the algebra of continuous functions onX degenerates to the constant functions (forX being connected). A parallel result holds for measure theory, based on Borel-measures.
Remark: We note in passing (without discussing this possibly interesting point in more detail at the moment), that one may introduce measures of the fractal type onX, leading to a larger class of measurable functions. The relevance for (continuum) physics is however not immediately obvious.
From the above discussion it follows that the functorial identification of (topological) spaces and abelian algebras becomes obsolete in these (not so infrequent) situations. The deep observation of Connes was it, to use a microscope with a higher resolving power, given by a noncommutative "function algebra", which is able to encode (some of) the fine structure of the leaf spaceX.
One can study such "noncommutative spaces" as, for example, the noncommutative torus, in a purely algebraic manner, that is, in the context of vonNeumann or C * -algebras, leaving aside much of the geometric fine structure of the associated leaf space. Adopting this algebraic point of view, the NCT is identified with a special type of Weyl-algebra. In the following we want to adopt a slightly more geometric (or topological) point of view and emphasize aspects which will, hopefully, exhibit the relation to our own approach to quantum spacetime physics.
To do this, a closer inspection of the arguments and ideas, given by Connes in for example the first chapter of [5] , called "Noncommutative spaces and Measure Theory" and in particular the subsection I.4: "Geometric Examples of vonNeumann algebras", is helpful.
Noncommutative Quotient Spaces, the Construction
It is important for the following to understand in detail some of the technical subtleties, underlying the construction of operator algebras on e.g. leaf spaces, given in [5] . We will see that, strictly speaking, the "noncommutative" construction is actually performed over a particular fiber-bundle with base space X and not the singular spaceX, which rather plays an intermediary role by supplying the fibers over the points of X. We should however note that such an attempted amplification of a seemingly trivial or collapsed space (if looked upon under a too low resolution) is possibly not unique. This question is particularly important in a physical context where the possible consequences for the whole physical edifice and the observational phenomena come into play.
We simplify the discussion by assuming the leafs, or more generally, equivalence classes of points, to be countable sets. Cases in point are e.g. the action of a discrete group, G, on a manifold, V . We assume the underlying space, X, to be a measure space. In the more general case one may take the Lebesgue measure class and deal (in the absence of a canonical volume form) with the Hilbert space of half-densities or half-forms (cf. [14] or [5] ).
Assuming thatX has no longer an interesting structure as a measure space, we, following Connes, proceed in the following way. We take the initial space, X, a manifold say, and errect a Hilbert bundle,H, over X by attaching, in an intermediate step, to each point, x ∈ X, the corresponding equivalence class,x (orbit, leaf). Note that this implies that now all the points, x i , x j , belonging to the same leaf, carry the same fiber,x i =x j .
With the fibers being countable, we then errect over each fiber,x, the l 2 -Hilbert space, H(x), of sequences
with a basis consisting of the functions Remark: Note that all the Hilbert spaces are isomorphic (but not! canonically isomorphic) to a standard l 2 -space, which may be regarded as standard fiber.
It is now easy to construct measurable sections over X in the following way. Pick af x in each H(x) = H(x), the index, x, running in X, not in the fiber over x. By the same token, this defines a function, f , over the space R ⊂ X × X, R given by the equivalence relation or foliation, (x, y) ∈ R ifx =ỹ.
Definition 3.3 The section,f , of Hilbert vectors,f(x) =f x , is called measurable if the corresponding induced function, f , is measurable over
i.e. the Hilbert vectorf x evaluated at element y inx. In the same sense we define square integrable sections over X with values in
It is important to note that this Hilbert bundle is a bundle over X and that even if x, y belong to the same fiber, i.e.x =ỹ, the Hilbert vectors in H(x) , H(y) can be independently chosen, that is,f x =f y in general. As a consequence, this structure alone does not really reflect the leaf structure or, put differently, is not yet a true characteristic of the leaf space. On the other hand, the above amplification construction is technically necessary due to the, in general, degenerated structure ofX.
It was realized by Connes that we can both get an interesting mathematical structure and a characterisation of the underlying singular leaf space by now taking the natural operator algebras or matrix algebras of bounded operators on H(x) leafwise, that is, we define an operator valued function over X with the special proviso X ∋ x →Ã x = Ax i.e.Ã x =Ã y ifx =ỹ (20) with Ax a bounded operator in H(x).
Remark: Connes calls such operators random operators.
Definition 3.4 We call such a section of operators, i.e. a random operator, measurable, if for any pair of measurable Hilbert vector sections
is measurable.
Lemma 3.5 The random operators with norm given by ess sup (Ã
(see [5] ). We now see that these random operators or the corresponding vonNeumann algebra characterizes the leaf structure in a particular noncommutative way.
The Network of Interacting Points
The Underlying Network QX
In section 2 we promoted the idea that the important concept which is in our view missing in the orthodox approach to certain fields of modern physics (related to quantum gravity) is the concept of the interaction among the points of a manifold and that this is, on the other hand, inherent in some of the ideas of Connes.
In recent years we developed an approach to quantum gravity (or quantum space-time physics) based on dynamic graphs and networks, including their stochastic and random variants (see e.g. [16] , [17] , [18] , [15] ) and earlier references given there). We want to show in this section, that there exists a direct line, leading to the concept of spaces and manifolds with interaction among their elementary constituents.
The model system we start from is a dynamic discrete graph or network assumed to represent or emulate (quantum) space-time on the Planck scale. With the help of a coarse-graining or geometric renormalisation process ( [18] ) we try to construct a macroscopic fixed point representing our continuous space-time on the macroscopic or mesoscopic level. But in contrast to the ordinary continuum, which is assumed to behave in a purely local way, in our approach, it is assumed to come with an intricate internal and largely hidden extra (non-local) structure among its points.
An important technical tool in our analysis is the mathematical concept of a graph. For convenience we briefly recapitulate its main properties (see [18] or more recently [15] for more details). Remark: We could also admit a non-countable vertex set. The above restriction is only made for technical convenience. From a physical point of view one may argue that the continuum or uncountable sets are idealisations, anyhow.
In the above definition the bonds are not directed (but oriented; see below). In certain cases it is also useful to deal with directed graphs. [19] , [20] . In such situations, the bonds, e ij , d ij , can be given a concrete algebraic meaning with
Definition 4.2 A directed graph is a graph as above, with E consisting now of directed bonds or ordered pairs of nodes. In this case we denote the edge, pointing
Remark 4.4 We introduced and studied algebraic and functional analytic structures like e.g. Hilbert spaces and Dirac operators on such graphs in
We note that graphs carry a natural structure which can be employed to emulate the interaction between the nodes or points.This becomes more apparent if we impose dynamical network laws on these graphs such that they become a particular class of discrete dynamical systems. Henceforth we denote such a dynamical network, which is supposed to underly our continuous space-time manifold, by QX ("quantum space"). We omit a discussion of the dynamical evolution of states on graphs or networks, which can be found in our above mentioned papers as we want to concentrate primarily on the possible non-local aspects of our model systems. We only want to emphasize the following point.
It is important that in our approach the bond states are dynamical degrees of freedom which, a fortiori, allow for the possibility that bonds can be switched off or on. Therefore the wiring, that is, the pure geometry (of relations) of the network is also an emergent, dynamical property and is not given in advance in form of some static background geometry. Furthermore, in the network laws we have introduced so far, the individual edges carry states which can take the values ±1, 0 and which are naturally associated, via the dynamical law, with the two possible orientations of the edge or its silent, inactive state respectively (in the graph framework the edge is simply absent in the latter case). These local states are however updated after every clock-time step (depending on the state of the local environment), i.e. the whole wiring scenario is time dependent.
Remark: One sees from this that our cellular networks are generalisations of the more common but also geometrically more rigid celluilar automata.
Consequently, the nodes and bonds are typically not arranged in a more or less regular array, a lattice say, with a fixed nea-/far-order. This implies that geometry will become to some degree a relational (Machian) concept and is no longer a static background. It is remarkable that such ideas have also been discussed recently in the theory of cellular automata, where systems are studied which selforganize, in a dynamical process, their lattice structure (see the beautiful book of Ilachynski, [25] ).
Dynamical Networks as Random Graphs
As we are dealing with very large graphs, which are, a fortiori, constantly changing their shape, that is, their distribution of bonds, we make the assumption that the dynamics is sufficiently stochastic so that a point of view may be appropriate, which reminds of the working philosophy of statistical mechanics. It was recently argued ( [15] and further literature cited there) that the random graph framework may be too narrow and cannot fully reproduce the observed and crucial near-, far-order of so-called scale-free small world networks which seem to be the crucial ingredients of the emergence of a non-trivial critical continuum fixed point of our coarse graining process. But nevertheless we have to introduce in a first step some concepts and notions from the random graph framework since it is still the basis of a perhaps more advanced theory.
Visualizing the characteristics and patterns being prevalent in large and "typical" graphs was already a notorious problem in combinatorial graph theory and led to the invention of the random graph framework (see the more complete discussion in [18] or [15] for a generalisation of this framework). The guiding idea is to deal with graphs of a certain type in a probabilistic sense. This turns out to be particularly fruitful as many graph characteristics (or their absence) tend to occur with almost certainty in a probabilistic sense (as has been first observed by Erdös and Rényi). The standard source is [22] .
One kind of probability space is constructed as follows. Take all possible labeled graphs over n nodes as probability space G (i.e. each graph represents an elementary event). The maximal possible number of bonds is N := n 2 , which corresponds to the unique simplex graph (denoted usually by K n ). Give each bond the independent probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, (more precisely, p is the probability that there is a bond between the two nodes under discussion). Let G m be a graph over the above vertex set, V , having m bonds. Its probability is then
where q := 1 − p. There exist N m different labeled graphs G m , having m bonds, and the above probability is correctly normalized, i.e.
This probability space is sometimes called the space of binomially random graphs and denoted by G(n, p). Note that the number of edges is binomially distributed, i.e.
and
The really fundamental observation made already by Erdös and Rényi (a rigorous proof of this deep result can e.g. be found in [24] ) is that there are what physicists would call phase transitions in these random graphs. A characterisation of large graphs can be given by the presence or absence of certain properties or graph characteristics ( [18] and [15] ). In the above papers we mainly concentrated on properties of so-called cliques, their statistical distribution (with respect to their order, r, i.e. number of vertices), degree of mutual overlap etc. We then studied these properties in the consecutive stages and phases of our renormalisation process, being associated to the various levels of magnification or resolution of our space-time manifold. For the underlying reason why we concentrated on this particular graph characteristic we provided some motivation in the above cited papers. To put it briefly, we want to associate these cliques with the nested structure of lumps making up our ordinary space-time. That is, the cliques are assumed to look like ordinary points under low magnification but show their internal (infinitesimal) nested structure under sufficiently high resolution. In [15] we related these ideas to astonishingly similar ideas in a, at first glance, quite unrelated field where the local lumps are called friendship neighborhoods or clumps and the non-local ties aquaintances.
We can introduce various random function on the above probability space. For each subset V i ⊂ V of order r we define the following random variable:
where G i is the corresponding induced subgraph over V i in G ∈ G (the probability space). Another random variable is then the number of r-simplices in G, denoted by Y r (G) and we have:
with n r the number of r-subsets V i ⊂ V . With respect to the probability measure introduced above we have for the expectation values:
For Z r , the number of r-cliques (i.e. maximal! r-simplices) in the random graph, we have then the following relation
This quantity, as a function of r (the order of the subsimplices) has quite a peculiar numerical behavior. We are interested in the typical order of cliques occurring in a generic random graph (where typical is understood in a probabilistic sense.
Definition 4.8 (Clique Number) The maximal order of occurring cliques contained in G is called its clique number, cl(G). It is another random variable on the probability space G(n, p).
It is remarkable that this value is very sharply defined in a typical random graph. Using the above formula for Z r , we can give an approximative value, r 0 , for this expectation value and get
(cf. chapt. XI.1 of [22] ). It holds that practically all the occurring cliques fall in the interval (r 0 /2, r 0 ). We illustrate this with the following tables. Our choice for n, the number of vertices, is 10 100 . The reason for this seemingly very large number is, that we want to deal with systems ultimately simulating our whole universe or continuous space-time manifolds (see the more detailed discussion in [18] ). We first calculate r 0 as a function of the edge probability, p: It is more complicated to give numerical estimates of the distribution of cliques, that is Z r . After some manipulations and approximations we arrive in [18] at the following approximative formula and numerical table (the numerical values are given for p = 0.7; note that for this parameters the maximal order of occurring cliques, r 0 , was approximately 1291)
(with r 2 /2 an approximation of r(r − 1)/2) for r sufficiently large). (34) The preceding table nicely illustrates how fast the frequency of cliques of order r drops to zero outside the above interval.
As to the interpretation of these findings, one should remind the reader that the above results apply to the generic situation, that is, it is expected to hold for typical graphs (in very much the same sense as in corresponding discussions in the foundations of statistical mechanics). Note however that, for example, a regular lattice is of course not! a typical member of a random graph ensemble (like highly ordered configurations in, say, a gas). In a typical random graph this strong local order, being prevalent in lattices, is absent.
It is not entirely clear how far these numerical data extracted from the random graph approach can be applied to our complex dynamical networks. Our working philosophy is that these results serve to show what we hope, is the qualitative behavior of such systems. However, as our systems follow certain (deterministic) dynamical laws, starting from certain initial conditions, the behavior cannot be entirely random in the strict sense. This holds the more so since we expect the systems to evolve towards attracting sets in phase space and/or generate some large scale patterns. On the other hand, due to the permanent large and erratic geometric fluctuations in our network on small space-time scales, one may expect our dynamical system to traverse sufficiently many states in a practically infinitesimal lapse of time so that the random graph picture reproduces at least the qualitative behavior of such extremely complex systems. The limitations and possible generalisation of this picture are disccussed in more detail in [15] .
The Geometric Coarse-Graining or Renormalisation Process
We now are going to set up the connection between the two fields discussed in the preceding sections. That is, on the one hand, the concept of nasty (quotient) spaces having very erratic and in some cases dense orbits, leaves etc., and, on the other hand, our hierarchy of cellular networks or dynamic graphs, which emerges from a certain kind of geometric renormalisation group. In a first step we want to explain how this mentioned two-level structure of space-time is supposed to emerge, that is, an underlying local network of overlapping lumps, forming our ordinary macroscopic space-time (after some coarse graining) plus a superposed web of translocal links connecting lumps or regions which may be quite a distance apart with respect to the metric structure of the underlying local network of lumps. As the construction of this local network was discussed in quite some detail in [18] and the latter one in [15] we can be relatively brief.
Physically our motivation is the following. We start from the idea that in the very early phase of our universe (at the big bang or shortly after), when it was very small, the interaction and exchange of physical information among its constituents were much more intense. Put differently, we assume that practically each elementary constituent was more or less directly linked to its partners. This can be modelled by an (almost) complete graph, in which practically each pair of nodes is directly connected by an edge (representing some sort of elementary interaction or causal influence).
Obviously this initial state started to unfold with its diameter constantly increasing (on a classical scale). In our model theories this is implemented by a network dynamics which allow edges to be deleted (and created) depending on the local network environment (cf. for example sect. 2 of [18] and our earlier papers). That is, we expect this unfolding process to be appropriately modelled by a sequence of unfolding dynamic graphs with increasing graph diameter.
Presently we are living in an era in which the diameter of classical spacetime is apparently quite large. On the other hand, we have a fundamental (all encompassing) meta theory called quantum theory with all its seemingly non-local effects. Our central conjecture is that these two phenomena are not independent of each other! The idea to construct a macroscopic (quasi) continuum from an underlying more erratic and discrete primordial substratum via some sort of coarse graining is, as we think, not unnatural. After all, we know that the continuum concept is even problematical in foundational mathematics itself, and it seems to be reasonable to scrutinize its operational meaning in foundational space-time physics (see in particular [17] and our discussion of earlier work by Menger et al ).
These considerations led to our concept of a geometric renormalisation group. As in [15] , we start with a graph, G, and pick up particularly intimately connected subclusters of its nodes (our cliques) and promote them to the (meta) nodes of a coarser graph, the so-called clique graph. If these cliques are not too small, it should make a physical difference whether two selected cliques have a lot of common nodes, if this overlap is only marginal (very few common nodes) or even empty.
In the former case we conjecture that, due to the more intense contact, the influence of the lical neigborhood is of a more organised and systematic nature while the marginal, translocal interactions will be of a more erratic and stochastic type, similar perhaps to the situation in Brownian motion where we have both drift terms and noise terms. These two types of effects should even be enhanced and more clearly separated by the consecutive renormalisation steps.
Our physical input is (see [18] or [15] ) that classical macroscopic behavior is expected to emerge if we sufficiently neglect stochastic noise and too erratic behavior on small scales (e.g. fluctuations). That is, we only want to draw a link between two cliques or lumps, S i , S j , if the common overlap is non-marginal compared to the order of the respective cliques. The graph, thus constructed, we call the purified clique graph relative to G. To put it more succinctly:
• Starting from a given fixed graph, G, pick the (generic) cliques, S i , in G, i.e. the subgraphs, forming maximal subsimplices or cliques in G with their order lying in the above mentioned interval, (r 0 /2, r 0 ).
• These cliques form the new nodes of the clique-graph, G cl of G. The corresponding new bonds are drawn between cliques, having a (sufficient degree of) overlap. Size, overlap and distribution of cliques in a generic (random) graph have been analyzed in [18] , for more details see the following subsection.
• That is, both marginal cliques (if they do exist at all) and marginal overlaps are deleted. In this respect a coarse-graining step includes also a certain purification of the graph structure.
Remark 5.1 We noted previously (see also [18]) that in a random graph practically all occurring cliques have a number of nodes lying in the above interval.
We want to repeat the above described coarse-graining process several or perhaps many times (if necessary) without the necessity of introducing new principles at each step of the construction. The transition from a graph to its clique graph represents such a universal principle, which works on each level of the renormalisation process. In the end we hope to arrive at a (quasi-)continuous manifold, displaying, under appropriate magnification, an intricate internal fine structure. This should (or rather, can only expected to) happen if the original network has been in a (quasi-)critical state as been described in section 8 of [18] .
One should however emphasize that the working out of the concrete technical details of the construction is expected to be a formidable problem as it would represent a large part of the solution of the problem of quantum gravity (see also below). A smooth manifold coming with an integer dimension can only emerge from the process in very particular cases. This is already known in the much simpler situation of triangulation of smooth manifolds and the theory of simplicial complexes (pseudo-manifolds!, [42] ). If the pieces do not fit together in a coherent way the final result will not resemble a smooth manifold. It is obvious that in avoiding such a mess some sort of long-range order or criticality is necessary.
On each level of coarse-graining, that is, after each renormalisation step, labelled by l ∈ Z, we get, as in the block spin approach to critical phenomena, a new level set of cliques or lumps,S l i , (i labelling the cliques on renormalisation level l), consisting on their sides of (l − 1)-cliques which are the l-nodes of level l, starting from the level l = 0 with G =: G 0 . That is, we have
(i ∈ j denoting the (l − 1)-cliques, belonging, as meta nodes, to the l-clique, S j ). These cliques form the meta nodes in the next step. Each intermediate graph or array of lumps, G l , carries a certain geometric and metrical structure. We define a metric, d l on G l (there exist in fact several possibilities) as follows. One possibility is the following distance concept (cf. [17] ):
where
(∧, ∨ denoting intersection and union of sets) and
The above definition is understood as the infimum over the class of paths,γ, connecting the two meta nodes in the respective graph of l-cliques.
Remark: Strictly speaking, the definition in its above form applies only to cliques of finite order. If necessary, corresponding definitions can be made employing measure theoretic concepts (cf. sect. 7 of [17] ). On could of course also choose the canonical graph distance which is, however, discrete.
In concluding this section we want to briefly indicate how one may associate in an operational or pragmatic way some continuous manifold to an underlying diecrete substratum. We assume that we have performed a sufficient number of coarse graining steps as described in [18] and that our (numerical) network indicators introduced there tell us that the large scale network characteristics have become relatively stable (for example, they do no longer change under further renormalisation steps). A crucial characteristic and indicator in this respect is of course the network dimension we defined there and in earlier work. That is, the coarse grained network, G l 0 on level l 0 is assumed to have a certain integer and stable dimension, D.
We can now try to relate the graph, G l 0 , to a smooth manifold in the following way. It is obvious that in ordinary physics (and in most of mathematics) we approach the small scales in a top-down manner, starting from some (hypothetical) continuum in contrast to the bottom-up method we adopted in our approach. To each clique or lump belonging to our graph, G l 0 , we associate, say, a ball of diameter l p and dimension D, as the conventional point of view is that this Planck scale is the limit of a possible resolution of continuous space-time.
We now try to arrange these lumps with respect to each other in some real embedding space (which may have the same dimension, D, or, possibly, a bigger one) in the same way as the corresponding cliques or lumps in the graph, G l 0 . We can even try to arrange their mutual overlaps in the same way as on the graph. We discussed such geometric constructions in much more detail in [17] , employing, among other things, fuzzy geometric methods. As depicted in the preceding picture, we endow these geometric lumps with the same nested srtructure as the lumps or cliques of our coarse grained graphs, i.e. l 0 -cliques containing (l 0 − 1)-cliques and so forth down to the initial nodes and bonds.
In making this association, it becomes obvious that there may arise spatial obstructions or frustrations as the different links occurring in the graphs G l 0 or G (l 0 +1) cannot be implemented geometrically by an appropriate packing of overlapping balls in D dimensions. A more rigid implementation is via simplicial complexes. This would be a more traditional method in which contact is mediated by having a common face.
A last remark concerns the relation of the metrics or distance functions in the two scenarios. As described above we have a couple of natural metrics on our (clique) graph at our disposal, either discrete ones or randomized or smooth ones (cf. in particular [17] ). We can of course associate with each edge or link in the clique graph, G l 0 , an elementary distance, l p or a fraction of it, depending on the degree of overlap of two cliques. By this we get more or less the same kind of (grainy) distance function in the corresponding continuum. In the same sense as with (topological) graphs lying in some R D , one can embed this grainy distance function in a continuous version with the tacit proviso that distances smaller than l p are not really meaningful in a continuous version of physics.
On the other hand, isometry of mappings between metric spaces is not necessarily the most natural concept. A weaker notion is frequently more appropriate. Such a concept is the notion of rough or quasi-isometry (see, for example, [43] or [44] ). This notion is defined as follows. 
The Translocal Network
We now come to the central part of our geometric renormalisation group analysis. Given a large not too sparsely wired network or graph, G, (that is, the existing generic cliques are not too small), we can construct its canonical (unpurified) clique graph,Ĝ cl , and then delete, according to our coarse graining or purification prescription, certain bonds inĜ cl as described in [18] . That is, we delete bonds belonging to a too marginal overlap of the respective cliques (according to certain physical principles, which may, of course, be model dependent). We thus end up with the titpurified0 clique graph, G cl , the object which ultimately interests us. We may get slightly different scenarios depending on the hypothesis that G is sufficiently randomly wired such that we can treat it as a generic member of a random graph ensemble with a certain edge probability, p, or, on the other hand, in the case that G deviates from such a typical random graph (for example in a way, discussed in [15] ). For the time being we however treat G as a random graph with edge probability p, calculated simply by counting the number of existing edges, m, in G and dividing it by the maximal possible number, N = n(n − 1)/2.
In G cl we can, for example, employ the canonical graph metric to measure the distance between cliques, S i , S j , say. The following is important for the further geometrical analysis. We mentioned already the perhaps surprising fact that in a typical random graph of order, n, and edge probability, p, the order of the occurring cliques is concentrated with very high probability in the interval (r 0 /2, r 0 ), r 0 , the clique number, being the maximal order of the occurring cliques (see section 4).
Each clique or lump, S 0 , has its own neighborhood structure, its local group, given by the cliques, S i , being directly connected with S 0 in the clique graph G cl , that is, having sufficient overlap with S 0 . We can estimate the cardinality of the typical local group and compare it with the total number of cliques in G cl or the number of cliques, not overlapping with S 0 . In [18] , with the extensive use of random graph theory, we got the following approximate result.
with n the number of nodes in the graph, G, N cl the number of generic cliques in the corresponding clique graph, l 0 the assumed sufficient degree of overlap of the generic cliques,r some appropriate value lying in the interval [r 0 /2, r 0 ], n ≫ r, r ′ ≫ l 0 being assumed (where the second ≫ is not so pronounced as the first one; n is usually gigantic compared to the clique size r!).
Both N cl and n are typically quite large in our model examples. If r 0 is not too small, l 0 has to be chosen larger than 1. We conclude that in this regime most of the cliques have zero or only marginal overlap with a given clique, S 0 . Put differently, a densely wired initial network has usually already unfolded to quite some degree after only one renormalisation step.
On the other hand, with p −1 = O(1), that is, p not too small, and taking two arbitrary non-overlapping cliques, S i , S j , there may nevertheless exist links, connecting nodes lying in S i , S j respectivly on the level G. We hence have: Observation 6.2 Under the above assumptions there exist usually an appreciable number of nodes,
This process of coarse graining is repeated up to the level, l 0 , which is assumed to be sufficiently near to the macroscopic continuum. On every step we observe this phenomenon of two types of links between lumps or cliques. We thus get a complicated nested structure of different types of links between the final infinitesimal neighborhoods on the macroscopic level, ordered by their strength and behaving either in a local or a translocal way. Note in particular, that, by construction, nodes on a level l with 1 < l < l 0 are full cliques of the preceding level (l − 1), and by the same token, edges on level l are given by overlaps on the preceding level.
One sees from this that also the strength of the links is level dependent. This hierarchy was also discussed in [15] and related to phenomena in other fields of natural science. In the following figures we try to make this complicated and layered structure among the nodes and cliques a little bit more transparent . We draw, for example, two non-overlapping cliques, S 1 , S 2 , together with some members of their local groups. The euclidean distance in the picture is meant to indicate their large relative distance in G cl . We assume that two nodes, x, y, lying in S 1 , S 2 respectively, are connected by a link belonging to G.
It is important that we remember the following. Each edge in G belongs to at least one clique, and in the case of a true random graph, the above mentioned link typically belongs to another clique of roughly the same order as S 1 or S 2 ! Remark 6.5 This property may be different in graphs, having a more pronounced near-and far-order as discussed in [15] We illustrate our observations with the help of the following drawings. The pointed lines plus the arrow mean that the points x, y, occurring twice, have to be identified and the corresponding lines to be contracted. That is, the third clique has actually a common node both with S 1 and S 2 .
The connection via an intermediate clique is one possibility. The following picture describes a direct (weak) contact of S 1 and S 2 via a common node x.
Wormhole Spaces or a Continuum Model of Points Speaking to Each Other
In the first sections of the present paper we discussed a general point of view concerning a wider conception of continuous spaces, being of possible relevance for (quantum) space-time physics. We then discussed the subject from a different angle, i.e., as dynamical, densely entangled networks of relations among microscopic constituents, being depicted by nodes, the relations or elementary interactions by edges. If we perform a sequence of specific coarse-graining steps on this network, which, we hope, will finally lead to a smooth macroscopic space or space-time, a detailed analysis shows the following. With the help of the random graph concept we observe the quasi automatic emergence of a new and subliminal web of translocal interactions, being immersed in this classical manifold, M. This is discussed in the following subsection.
The Continuum Model
We conclude that these sort of spaces which, presumably, are of relevance in quantum space-time physics, support two modes (or rather a whole hierarchy) of interactions and/or information exchange among their constituents. A local one, obeying the "Nahwirkungsprinzip" (no action at a distance), propagating from points to their infinitesimal neighbors and so on, and, on the other hand, a translocal almost quasi-instantaneous interaction with arbitrarily distant regions of the manifold M.
This latter form of information exchange is however supposed to be of a more irregular and stochastic nature, due to the weak contact among the physical points being translocally related in contrast to the more robust interaction via a more intense overlap. This is now the place where our line of argumentation returns to the point we departed from, that is, the picture of "points talking to each other ", which we invoked in the first sections.
To begin with, the implementation of our findings by means of a continuum description is shurely not unique! From a mathematical point of view a whole class of spaces, all showing certain basic common characteristics, can be invented. Some examples are the following.
We start with some continuous space, M, like e.g. R d , or a manifold, being locally homeomorphic to some R d . We assume that in M a countable but dense subset, X, or, alternatively, a partition of non-overlapping, countable and dense subsets, X ι , is specified:
• X or X ι are countable and dense in M (note that they do not contain interior points with respect to the topology of M).
• X ι do not overlap and ∪X ι = M. In another model situation we may assume that the X ι are not dense and ∪X ι = M but dense in M.
The above assumptions describe slightly different models and there certainly do exist other model systems. We think however that, on a more macroscopic scale, the correct choice is not really crucial.
As we invoked in previous sections the renormalisation group picture, the phenomenon called universality comes to mind. There may in fact exist different microscopic model systems all converging to the same coarse grained macroscopic fixed point provided that they share certain crucial characteristics, determining the whole class. In our case this is the particular kind of non-local entanglement.
What we try to implement is a classical continuous space-time manifold together with a "meager " embedded web of extra relations or connections between a dense set of, in general, widely separated points. We remind the reader of the foliation structure of the non-commutative torus, discussed in the introductory sections.
In the the 'foliation-model', i.e. all X ι dense in M, we encounter the following situation. Every point of M belongs to exactly one of the subsets, X ι . Each of these subsets is spread over the whole manifold M and we have in particular that for each neighborhood, O y , of some point, y ∈ M We want to add a couple of remarks concerning the mathematical fine structure we expect to emerge from our construction.
• Partitionings or foliations belong to the group of equivalence relations which are very nice from the point of view of mathematics but are quite special in a physical context. Their characteristics are symmetry and transitivity. That is, if R ⊂ X × X is a general relation, they fulfill in addition
Frequently, physical relations tend to have more structure, that is, equivalence relations are sometimes only approximations to the physical reality. Before we discuss this point, we want to mention a perhaps even more crucial point.
• Typically the mathematical models are static. As we discussed in earlier papers (for example [18] and in particular the section about networks as causal sets), the states on the network and hence also the geometric structure follow a dynamical network law which constantly changes the wiring, the orientation of the edges and the shape of the cliques or lumps together with their mutual overlap. We took this into account in [17] by emulating it on the more macroscopic levels in form of fuzzyness of shapes and randomness of, for example, distances.
• Second, the translocal web, W , described above, is not! really of the type of an equivalence relation. For one, [x], the set of points directly connected with x via W typically contains members, y, with their own influence set, [y], being different from [x] , that is, there exist points in [y] which do not lie in [x] . This implies that in general our relations are not! transitive.
• Third, if one deals with undirected graphs or relations, our set R would at least be symmetric. However, it is presumably more typical for our translocal web W that it encodes also (time dependent) directions in M, a point we have so far largely neglected. As we said above, the dynamical law on our underlying network changes also the orientation of the links and by the same token the flow of microscopic information. This means that a dynamical graph is rather a directed graph, which may even change the local directions with every clock-time step.
This leads over to perhaps the most important point.
Conclusion 7.3 We regard the short hand notation, [x](t), the (time dependent)
influence set of x, as the set of (distant) points in M which are oriented towards x at time t. This set sends information to the infinitesimal region around x in the infinitesimal time interval about t.
In the graph framework we can represent this general relation R ⊂ M × M by an, in general, unsymmetric matrix, T , similar to the ordinary adjacency matrix.
Assuming for simplicity that M is a countable set, we can label the rows of T by the points x ∈ M, the entries of the rows being one if x i lies in [x], zero else. In the continuous case we can translate this time dependent influence scenario into a set of integro-differential equations over M (see section 8).
Microscopic Wormholes and Wheeler's Space-Time Foam
The chain of thoughts, presented in the preceding sections, led to a new microscopic picture of space-time and/or the quantum vacuum, strongly suggesting a translocal entanglement among distant points of our continuous manifold. This structure is encoded in a web of relations which is largely hidden on the surface level of (quasi)classical space-time and which, as we think, becomes observable through its expression in various features of quantum non-locality (cf. the remarks of v.Weizsaecker cited in the introduction). So far our approach was decidedly bottom-up, starting from a presumed underlying microscopic substratum and reconstructing the more macroscopic levels by a renormalisation-like process of coarse-graining. On the other hand, there does exist for already quite some time a more top-down oriented picture, which, coming down from the continuum side of physics, envokes the scenario of a foamlike substructure of space-time on the Planck scale. In this context Wheeler et al developed the idea of microscopic wormholes, connecting distant parts of our ordinary space-time manifold or even different universes (see e.g. the classical book by Misner, Thorne, Wheeler; [27] ). A beautiful and more up to date presentation can be found in [28] .
The well known continuum description of a wormhole is given in the following illustration. The wormhole is assumed to traverse some kind of hyperspace, which, in the figure, contains the ordinary space as some kind of subspace. In our framework we associate this presumed hyperspace with the cellular network, QX, or with some of the lower levels of our coarse-graining process. With the Planck scale level we associate the level, G l 0 =: G P l , which is assumed to represent the threshold, beyond which a more continuous or macroscopic behavior begins to emerge. We hence make the following translation: The scenario we are envisaging is not so far-fetched as it may seem. There exist, in fact, several recent investigations concerning the possible role of wormholes for the stability of the ordinary vacuum in quantum gravity. The possible effects of a gas of Planckian wormholes on various physical phenomena were studied several times in the past; as an example we mention the paper by Coleman ([29] ). In [30] it was argued, that in quantum gravity an array of Planckian wormholes may be the correct ground state. This list is far from being complete. All these speculations and observations seem to underpin our own line of reasoning.
The Bearing on Quantum Entanglement and Interference
One of our main motivations, to develop the above framework, was the goal to reach a better (and more realistic) understanding of the many mysteries being inherent in the various phenomena of quantum non-locality and entanglement, the evident, but not well understood, necessity of complex superposition, interference and the peculiarities of the measuring process. Some of these points were discussed in a somewhat preliminary form in [21] , in which we analysed the subject matter and the context from varying angles and levels of rigor.
Some General Remarks
There exist several papers in the more recent past, which strike a similar key as far as the general working philosophy or parts of the present analysis are concerned (while the technical framework may be different). The following brief remarks are not meant as a full discussion of the field. We mention only a few points of view which seem to be particularly close to our own approach. An interesting approach has been developed by Smolin ([31] , [32] , [33] ). It is perhaps intriguing to relate the matrix-model approach in the latter paper to our bundle or foliation structure. In both cases we have an array of countable subspaces which interact with each other. At the end of [32] , on the other hand, one can find a brief discussion of a relational description of space-time in form of graphs.
Remark: One should note the markedly Machian character of the translocal information exchange. In a sense, what happens at a local site, is related in a subliminal way with the rest of the manifold ( such Machian ideas are discussed in more detail in e.g. [21] , [32] ) and further references given there.
A technically slightly different line of ideas is pursued in the following papers of 't Hooft ([34] , [35] , [36] ). In this approach a deterministic cellular automatonlike primordial substratum is introduced which is similar to but more regular and static than our dynamical cellular network, QX. It is argued that quantum theory might emerge on a larger scale from such a derministic and regular array. This approach has also been briefly discussed by us in [21] .
In concluding this paper we want to mention what, we think, lies at the core of most of these peculiar quantum phenomena. It is the particular role, played by the complex superposition principle and the complex structure in general, which emerge as an entirely novel phenomenon in quantum theory. See the following remark of Poliakov cited by Parisi in the foreword to [37] :
". . . eventually someone has to explain why the probability is the modulus square of a complex amplitude."
We also mention the remarks in section 8 of [38] , which point in the same direction and the investigations of Stueckelberg [39] .
We condense our findings in the following conjecture This is of course not a straightforward consequence but requires a further subtle analysis. We will make some first steps in the following subsection. These have to be complemented by a thorough physical analysis of the existence and nature of the dominant collective excitation modes which are expected to emerge on the coarse grained levels and the continuum limit of our network QX/ST (some remarks in this direction have been made in section 5 of [21] ). We further note that there have been various investigations of the role of the geometric structure of quantum mechanics in the past, which should have some bearing on this subject (see e.g. the beautiful analysis in [40] and references therein). Perhaps more obvious is the effect which the translocal web of weak bonds will have on the understanding of the quantum mechanical measurement process. It was exactly this phenomenon of seemingly instantaneous collapse which stood in the way of a more realistic interpretation of the extended complex wave pattern.
Assuming that Einstein causality also holds sway in the quantum regime, quasi-instantaneous destruction of those parts of the wave, being located outside the region of direct measurement interference, could only be explained by granting the wave function, or more generally, the quantum state only the ontological status of a mere bookkeeping device of the (non)-knowledge of the observer. Looked upon from a slightly different angle, this is the dominance of the ensemble picture.
On the other hand, if, in addition to the ordinary local and causal propagation from lump to lump and taking place with a finite velocity, we have a further, more subliminal translocal information transport through the web of weak bonds or, in more popular terms, through hyperspace, the almost instantaneous destruction of a real and existing excitation pattern of the vacuum becomes possible. The details of these processes need of course a subtle analysis.
Modelling the Non-Local Structure in Quantum Theory
In this section we want to give a brief and very preliminary account of how our hypothetical non-local substructure, W , is supposed to leave its footprints on the macroscopic or mesoscopic level. We conjecture that it will have, for example, an effect on certain terms and coupling constants of our standard partial differential equations of continuum physics which are usually formulated in a local way. As the role of this subsection is rather one of an outlook into a perhaps vast territory of possibilities, we do not want to go very much into the technical and mathematical details (which have to include, among other things, a more detailed analysis of stochastic evolution equations), but only want to indicate the way how translocal behavior may show up in disguise in our basically local continuum description of nature. The most important candidate in this respect is of course ordinary quantum theory. Our central message is that these non-local contributions and effects typically will come in a local disguise, such that, without an underlying more fundamental theory, it turns out to be difficult or nearly impossible to detect and separate the translocal pieces of a model theory from the local ones. For simplicity, we assume that our model theory in the continuum is described by the coupled evolution of, say, two macroscopic variables, given by fields, f (x; t), g(x; t). An example is ordinary quantum theory in Schroedinger form with the fields ρ(x : t) := |ψ(x; t)| and the phase function S(x; t).
We simply assume that on the macroscopic level at each point x the system integrates ove certain weighted contributions coming from the influence set, [x] , that is, with F (x−y; t), G(x−y; t) time dependent influence functions we assume: f ′ (x; t) := F (x − y; t) · f (y; t)dy , g ′ (x; t) := G(x − y; t) · g(y; t)dy (43)
Remark: As we assume that the influence sets are dense in M, we replace the summation over [x] by an integration, as this does not make a difference for continuous fields.
We note that this is almost the simplest possibility, completely neglecting the presumably important stochastic context and we discuss it only for illustrative purposes. What can in particular happen is that degrees of freedom living on levels l with l < l 0 , the level, associated with the macroscopic regime, make non-local (stochastic) effects. These effects, themselves, will not openly occur on the macroscopic level but will typically enter in coupling constants in integrated form and/or stochastic contributions. A typical well known (local!) example is Brownian motion and its corresponding macroscopic partner, the Fokker-Planck equation (see also the discussion in section 5 of [21] and the formula (24) at the end of section 3). There exist numerous strategies to treat quantum theory as some kind of extension of ordinary Brownian motion (see for example [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , to mention only a few). In most of the cases this extension is however done in a local way and relies strongly on the point particle picture. That is, it still maintains certain concepts of the more traditional framework.
The dynamics of our continuum model is assumed to be given by a set of coupled partial differential equations. With D j := −i∂ x j and P (1) x (D), P (2) x (D) polynomial expressions in the variables D j and P (3) , P (4) polynomials in f (x), g(x) or D x , f (x), g(x) respectively, we have for example i∂ t g(x; t) = P (1) x (D)g(x; t) + P (2) x (D)f (x; t) + P (3) (f (x), g(x)) + . . .
and a corresponding equation for f (x; t).
The following may now happen. The observer and builder of such a model theory lives in the continuum and is only prepared to take local effects into account. While he realizes that his effective theory fits the observations, performed in the continuum, quite well, he is unable to detect possible non-local effects if they come in a local disguise. But, as we argued above, to see these non-local effects, he has to leave the continuum point of view and adopt a less traditional attitude as advocated by us in the preceding sections. It may, for instance, happen that a term, p x (D)g(x; t) occurring in P 
with another polynomial, p ′ x (D), which can of course also simply be the identity. Obviously there do exist more possibilities to emulate non-local behavior in a local way. It could, for example, happen that a coupling constant in the local formulation is, on a deeper level, such a non-local function. We tried to indicate in [21] that exactly this may happen in ordinary quantum theory.
Outlook
It is evident that what we have done so far does only represent the tip of an iceberg. On the one hand, in mathematics the class of spaces sharing characteristics as described by us in the preceding sections should be more completely described and investigated. This may even lead to new mathematical structures and concepts going beyond, say, fibre bundles and the like.
On the other hand, it is a very interesting task to perform the coarse-graining or continuum limit for the various concepts and notions being defined on the primordial discrete level. Such problems are also studied in, at first glance, quite different fields as, for example, material science and/or granular media. It is quite apparent that some kind of geometric renormalisation as introduced by us is called for.
This leads immediately over to the most important enterprise, to deduce quantum theory as such a mesoscopic emergent continuum description of a more primordial reality.
